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Abstract

The collection characteristics of 6 stage type Andersen sanplers for
biological particles were theoretically analyzed to give the relation of
size distribution of original airborne particles and the collected
biol-ogical particles. For the particles of range of 3 - 6 tun the geometric
standard deviations show very uniform relations up to fr" = O.7 which are
very popular values for biological partfcles, For higher qoo cor'rection is
needed. Geometric mean diameters did not show litt1e changef for correcLÍon,

Foreword

Clarification of slze dtstrlbution of airborne microbioJ-ogical particles,
which float on the atomospheric air with intrinsic ones, is an import,ant,
problem for the research of health effect, engfneering measures for
contamination control of various subjecEs.

The Andersen semplers with six stages have generally been used for the
collection and measuremenÈ of airborne mícrobÍol-ogical. particles. In order
to properly evaLuate the result of measurement, their collection and
separation characteristics of the apparatus, which might affect the
distribution pattern of original aerosols, should be determined. Though many
papers have been published on the characteristics'of Andersen sampl-er
itself, very few (2,3) on this phase of problems.

This is to report the result of our comparison of the size distribution
obÈained from particles coLlected by Andersen samplers and of original
aerosols of airborne state through the theoretical analysis of impacÈion
characteristics.

With the postulation that the size distribution of the original aerosols
have log-normal ones, quantitati.ve changes of geomeÈric mean value ao and
geometric standard deviation Q by the process'of coll,ectíon r+ith AndÈrsen
type samplers were determined, ?nd consequently, the method of correction of
the obtained distribution characteristics ugr ffg are shown.

CollecÈion Mechan ism of Andersen Samolers
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The impacÈion characÈeristics which is the relation of impaction
parameter and impaction efficiency was postulated in simulation with Mayrs
resulL (1) as follows.

The collection curves of each stage is expressed by the line drown on the
log-normal paper between higher end of impaction character curve of the nexE,
stage which is the impacÈion efficiency lOOZ-impact.ion parameter 0.6 of a
stage and the lower end of the impaction characLer curve of the next stage
which is the efficiency O%-parameter 0.2.

l.lhen we collect a hypothetical aerosol with uniformly distributed size
particles (just like white noise) using Andersen samplers, the state of
separation and collection of each stage would be like shown Ín Fig. 1.

If the separation efficj-ency is an ideal one, all particles with a
certain size range would be collected on the appropriate stage. However, in
the actual cases, portion A in Fig. I being collected on nth sLage, portÍon
B would be collect,ed on tt(n-l)ttth stage, portion C on tr(n+I)ttth stage.

Consequently, the collected particles on the nth stage which are
equivalent to size rangê D,,. - D,,. consist of the particles with size
supposed to have gone to "'-(n+2)tlil (n+1)th, nth, (n-1)th, (n-2)th stage
and total particLes are shown bY

Fn (1)

where AX = Dnu - Dnd

If we denote the portion collected on the nth stage being transferred
from "' (n+2)th, (n+1)th, nth, (n-1)th, (n-2)th, "' stages as (n-2) + n,
("-1) + n¡ n + n, (n+1) t n, (rr+2) .¡ n, respectively, those particles to be
transferred to nth stage can be expressed by

F(r,-i) . P{n-t) -' n

F(n-t, ' P1n-1) 
'n

Frr. Pn , n

F(n+i) 
, 

P{"*r) 
'n

F(n+i)'P(n+i)rn

where F Ís the aerosol to be colLected on each
rafe.

Thus the total colleetion on the stage become

cn = Fln+i) 'P(n+i.) * n

stage, P 1s the transfer

which shows the importance of quantity exist'ing in adJacent

(2)

stage range and

the rate of transfer from them.

The apparent collection efficiency on the nth stage can be expressed by
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n
/n =.I Fqn+i)

1=-Co
(3)

Transoort of Particles to Other Staees

From the calcufaEion of impaction efficiency in reference to particle
size, the rate of transport to other stage are obtained and shown in Fig. 2
and Table 1.

the next equation.
+oe

As can be seen clear1-y from Fig,
transferred to other stages and in other
have gone to other stages.

1, considerable amount can be
word a stage collects aerosols to

P(n+i) rnf Fn

[]::-

The collection efficiency of a nth stage might not become 1002.

Es timation of Correction Factor

General-ly the airborne particles of natural origin is said t.o show 1og-
normal distribution which we have also ascertained. llith this postulation we
tested four kind of geometric mean diameter ao with eight kind of geometric
standard deviation (" for the changes of thèse values by the collection
using Andersen sampleroof actual separation characterist,ics.

For the hypothetical original aerosol of log-normal distribuÈion, four
stage of geomet.ric mean diamet,er aos, 3, 41 5 and 6-/¿^, and I stage of
geometric standard deviation 0;, 0.4 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, Q.7, 0.8, 0.85, and 0.9
respectively were chosen in the talculation.

The reason we tested these ranges of values v/as that, from our
experiences, major parL of airborne fungal particles are within 3 - 6run in
diameter and around 0.6 in 0-,

Each aerosol was plotted on Èhe log-normal paper and t,he lower limit of
collection of each sLage of Andersen Sampler was obtained to give the
amount collected on the stage by from the difference of adjoining stages.

The values given in Table I are multiplied to the above mentioned values
to give the quantity whích is collected on the stage.

Here we denote
tgl
ug2
0É1
cgz

As for the distribution curves the collected aerosol show the less steep
characÈerisLics (smaller standard devÍation) than the original one. The
geometric mean values show very 1ittle changes.

: geomet,ric
: geometric
: geometric
: geometric

mean diameter of original aerosol
mean diameter of collected aerosol
standard deviation of original aerosol
standard deviation of collected aerosol
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Fig. 3 distribution curves of three kind of ft1 and Q, for aerosol of

ugl = 3¡m wit.h Qf ' 0.4, 0.6, 0.85, are superimpooèed.

In case Gl is equal to 0.4, t,he curves of Q1 and 0Ì,c almost coincide.
If Gl is eqrläl to 0.6, some amount of the påät< portlãn of aerosol is
tranBferred to adjacent sÈages. In case Oãt = 0.85 the major part of peak
portion of original aerosols is lost. Generãhy speaking, the larger ôg and
steeper the peaks the more part of peeks is 1ost.

These would lead to conclusion that when Q is. small, the correction
the distribution characteristics parameter Îs not necessary and tf %more than 0"8 the correctÍon would be needed.

of
i-s

È on of Characteristic Pa ters

\'i:,

For all
geometrJ-c
the ratio
and ao2 is

particle sizes tested, though sma11 amount of changes of the
mean diameter ãa occur by the difference of distribution t.ypes,
ao1 /ao1 is neaPly eqqal to 0.97. Correction coefficient oi a

'81 o.öör -' -'1

As a conclu use geometric mean ào as obt.ained, we
would have to rding to the relationÞ shown in Fig. 4.
However, since have Q value around 0.6, in most cases,
the resulÈs of correc8ions,
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